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Erasmus + Youth exchange

 



The project
Context

Objetives
1. To  encourage non-traditional learning methods, as
well as both group communication (teamwork) and
individual communication (interactive presentations).

2. To improve the resources of young participants in the
practice of public communication, negotiation,
persuasion and selfesteem.

3. To create 4 detailed action plans of 4 business ideas
and 4 videos describing the stages. (Learning to
undertake, from idea to project, develop your project
and defend the project in public),
4. To promote a sense of civic responsibility and social
inclusion towards the minorities that live with us.
5. To promote  personal development of youth at the
local, national and European levels

Let's entrepreneur together! It is a project that seeks to
investigate the current society and the opportunities
that the current crisis will bring about in the creation
and implementation of future projects . We aim to
analyse the different realities  youth generations live in
relation to education and the labour market. The
project will develop a program full of activities with non-
formal content and dynamics open to informal learning
with methods such as: Energizers, debates,
presentations, role plays, simulations, brainstorming,
group work, exercises, excursions and much more.



Activities

Building community, sharing cultures, learning from other experiences,
excursions, self development activities, sports and playing and
exploring new ways of learning will surround of course every day of the
project.

The main purpose of this Youth Exchange is to practice and put into
context all the steps of an entrepreneurial mindset. For this reason we
will play with mock entreprises, we will learn the 4 steps of the business
plan from the idea to the public presentation, we will visit creative
design spaces, good practices, experienced entreprenurs. We will
practice key skills needed to come up with functional ideas and
implement them succesfully. Finally, we will share lines of funding and
opportunities to develop in real life the best prototype of the ones
worked during the project. 



Organisations
Asociatia TAB

Together Macedonia

ACARBIO

Manfred on Tour

YDCMA

ANANDA MARGA



Destination
The project will be held in Laguna de Cameros a
mountain village in La Rioja, north of Spain. It is part of
a Biosfere Reserve and one of the best places of the
area to see stars as it is considered as a " sky park".



Acommodation

We will be hosted in a rural Hotel booked only for us.
Participants will be located in shared multinational
rooms of 2-3- 4 participants according to the needs.

All meals will be vegetarian with vegan options, and
coffee breaks will also be provided by the organization.
We ask participants to adapt to this experiential week
whatever their normal diet is, to respect the house
policy and to try new culinary options.



Selection process
 You should contact your country NGO as they
will be responsible of creating each national
group. You will have to fill in a questionnaire to
be selected as a project participant

https://forms.gle/Z4yaLeUkCCAozD6u9

Later on, we will inform and guide you with the
travelling purchase and any measures to take in

consideration.

Selected participants will be communicated via
email maximum 5 days after the selection process

is closed.

What to bring
Motivation and a good mood
An open mind and sense of humour
Energizers
Food, drinks, materials for intercutlural nights
Your special needs, like tobacco, medication, etc
Raincoat and warm clothes
Musical instruments & Board games!
Your travel tickets (bus/train tickets, boarding
passes…)
Health insurance (European Health Insurance
card)



Travelling
According to the conditions of the Erasmus
+ programme, participants in youth
exchanges can have their travel expenses
reimbursed within the amount given on the
table; from your home town (residence) to
the place of activities (Laguna de Cameros).
You must depart from the country you
represent. i.e. if you are representative of
Italy, you must depart from Italy.

We recommend you to travel to Madrid, where we will
provide transportation to pick all of you and drive you
directly from Madrid (Barajas) to the Hotel. Remember
that you are allowed to come earlier or after the project
as long as you keep it to a maximum of 2 days outside
the mobility dates. 

Romania               
Spain
Bulgaria
Italy
North Macedonia
Portugal

360€
0€

360€
275€
275€
275€

PLEASE KEEP ALL RECEIPTS AND INVOICES WITH YOU. 
 

Moreover, we ask
for a participation
fee of 40 euros that
will be deducted
from the travel
reimbursement
after the project. 



Looking forward to meet you

https://www.manfredontour.es/
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